
Year 5 
Task 1:  

What did the rulers of the Shang 
Dynasty do? 

Monday  



Philosophers and historians from later Chinese times said 
that each dynasty was established by a good ruler and 
ended because of a bad ruler who did not behave in an 
appropriate, moral way.  
 
The line of Shang kings usually passed between brothers or 
uncles and nephews rather than father or mother to son or 
daughter. 
 
The kings of the Shang Dynasty had many responsibilities. 
They were expected to keep state peace and maintain 
control, wage military campaigns, act as high priests and to 
be in charge of many workshops producing fine goods like 
jade and bronzes. 

 



 

 
  

A lot of what we 
know about the 
Shang Dynasty is 
through story 
telling. Do you 
think this is a 
reliable source? 
Read this and decide 
what you think. 



Shang kings constantly waged war against tribes outside their 
kingdom. They were fierce in battle and used deadly bronze 
weapons and horse-drawn chariots. Peasant farmers would be 
called from their fields to join armies in times of war. Often 
the Shang armies would capture thousands of prisoners of war 
and turn them into slaves or human sacrifices.  
Was this a good thing to do? 



Use the comments here 
and then add your own to 
come up with an argument 
one way or the other.   



Year 5 
History:  

What do archaeological findings 
tell us about the Shang Dynasty? 

Task 2 



20 Archaeological facts 
about China 

Although this is American 
it does have some great 
information about 
historical finds in China. 
 
 
What is your favourite? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1cFYwviYos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1cFYwviYos


Most of what we know about the Shang 
Dynasty comes from objects that have 
been unearthed by archaeologists, many 
of which were found in tombs because 
they were buried with their owners. 
Watch the video from 3.50 to the end. 
Take notes as you watch 

A guide around a 
museum dedicated to 
the Shang Dynasty 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VKZoa88OKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VKZoa88OKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VKZoa88OKU




Year 5 History 
 
Why did the Shang 

Dynasty fall in 1046 

BC? 

 
Task 3 



Chinese philosophers have said that every 
dynasty starts with a good leader and ends 
with a bad one and that a dynasty usually 
came to an end when its king acted in an 
inappropriate way. They attributed the fall 
of the Shang Dynasty to the terrible 
behaviour of Di Xin. The fuller story tells 
us that the Shang Dynasty was attacked 
and overcome in 1046 BC by King Wu of 
the Zhou clan, who then founded the Zhou 
Dynasty. 



Hear the story of the End of the Shang dynasty. 
Take notes. 

https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/di-xin-story-of-china/di-xin-story-of-china/
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/di-xin-story-of-china/di-xin-story-of-china/


Imagine that you are a Shang peasant from 1046 BC. 
You are used to King Di Xin being a cruel and 
ruthless king, too interested in his own personal life 
to care for his people. He used to torture people- 
making them walk on hot planks. His people became 
poor and hungry because he made them pay such high 
taxes to fund his extravagant lifestyle.  
However, many Shang peasants believed that they 
should stay loyal to their king because the gods in 
heaven had given him the right to be their ruler (this  
is called the ‘Mandate of Heaven’).  
Now you must decide whether to stay loyal to King Di Xin 

in the battle or defect and fight for the Zhou army instead. 

Use the statements to build up a case for each side of the 

argument. With your parent’s permission contact a fellow 

Y5 member to have a debate. Which side will you be on? 

Di Xin’s wickedness is 

often blamed on his wife. 

Is this fair? Why do you 

think it might have 

happened?  



Extension: 
Research the Zhou Dynasty, which 
was established after the Shang 
Dynasty was overthrown. How 
were they different to the Shang? 
What advances did they make? 
 
What did you enjoy about this topic? 

What could be improved?  

 



Year 5 Geography 
 
How does the terrain affect 

what food is grown? 

 
Task 4 
 



The Tropic of Cancer is 
the most northern 
latitude on the Earth 
where the sun can appear 
directly overhead. 
The Tropic of Capricorn 
is the most southern 
latitude on the Earth 
where the sun can appear 
directly overhead. 
What do we know about 
the equator? 
 



China is a very important place 
in the modern world. It is in East Asia, 
almost entirely north of the Tropic of 
 Cancer  – Hong Kong is just south.  
The country is big and measures 
9,600,000km², only Russia and  
Canada are bigger. It is so large 
 that it takes 4 hours to fly from 
Urümqi in the north-west of China 
to Shanghai in the south-east. There is  
a big difference between urban and  
rural life. Why do you think this is? 



China’s population is 
approximately 1.3 billion, the 
largest in the world.  
China’s economy is growing fast. 
Only the USA, Japan and 
Germany have bigger economies. 
  
‘Made in China’ is probably the 
most common label in the UK. 
Children help China’s economy 
to grow when they buy toys and 
clothes. 
 



China’s natural landscape is very 
varied, from high mountains to  
rainforests, cold deserts to fertile 
plains and great rivers, especially 
the Yangtze and the Huang (Yellow 
River). 
  
China’s human landscape is also  
varied, from huge rapidly  
developing cities like the capital 
Beijing, and Shanghai to tiny rural 
villages. 



The great majority of Chinese 
people live in villages and make a 
living from farming. They grow 
rice in the warm, wet south and 
cereal called millet in the cool dry 
north. Village life follows the 
pattern of ploughing, planting and 
harvesting. Rice is grown  in 
specially flooded fields called 
Paddy Fields.  
 
Farmers work hard to produce 2 
to 3 crops a year. Some rice is 
grown on terraces like the ones in 
this picture. Digging terraces 
allows for more land to be farmed 
and is a common site in China 
today. 



Use the pictures 
provided and the text 
on rice growing and 
harvesting to help you 
write an explanation 
how the process 
happens. 

Chris Packham explains how to write an explanation text 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks1-ks2-how-to-write-an-explanation/zh2kjhv

